Angel Farias’ 84th minute goal was the first goal allowed by Grand Canyon at home in 351 days (vs. Utah Valley, Oct. 26, 2018).

The match marked the first time the program has earned a result after falling behind twice since Oct. 29, 2017, a 4-3 win over Kansas City after trailing 1-0 and 2-1.

Junior Rodolfo Castro has now scored in three straight matches, totaling four goals in that span.

Castro now tops the team with five goals in 10 appearances.

The match marked the team’s first road result of the season. It also marked its first draw of the season and its first overtime result of the year.

The contest was San José State’s third overtime match of the season and its second in as many games after going to extra time against Kansas City on Sunday.

The Spartans remained undefeated against Grand Canyon in Phoenix, improving to 1-0-2 all-time against the Lopes at GCU Stadium.